For a comfortable workday.

Used
exclusively in
combination
with
RollerMouse
Red

Who says work must make you tired? Now you can work efficiently and comfortably without having to
constantly think about your posture. With good support for your forearms you can significantly reduce muscle
tension in your neck, back, arms and wrists.

Relief and comfort

With an accessory tailored to gentler body movements, you can
concentrate on your work. Through a forearm support you get
effective relief and significantly reduce the tension in your entire
upper body. Do you have a narrow workplace that makes it
difficult to achieve an ergonomic working position? The support
lets you extend small areas, so that you can work comfortably
even where space is limited.

Neutral posture for comfort

If you work a lot in front of the computer, it is important to try to
maintain your neutral posture – but it is easy to forget when you
focus on the work at hand. Now you can automatically maintain
an ergonomic work position, keeping your wrist angle correct
in relation to the keyboard whether you are sitting or standing
when working.

Lightweight and flexible

You quickly get help as the support is easy to attach and fits
all types of desks with a thickness of 0.5 cm to 3 cm. It is
combined with RollerMouse Red/Red plus for an optimal
workplace. To make it easier to keep your work area hygienic,
it is also easy to disinfect with alcohol.
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Getting started

1.

2.

Remove wrist rest

Make sure your RollerMouse Red is unplugged. Remove the short wrist rest if still attached, by using the key
that came with your RollerMouse. Insert the key into
the slot next to arrow on bottom of RollerMouse Red.
Turn in direction of arrow to release the short wrist rest
at each end. Separate the units.

Attach brackets

Turn the ArmSupport Red upside down on a flat surface.
Loosely attach the brackets to the ArmSupport Red by
using the thumb screw in the hole in the small arch in the
bracket.

4.
4.

3.

Slide the RollerMouse Red in

Slide the underarmsupport onto desk

Align RollerMouse Red in the space between the
underarmsupport and your keyboard. Tighten the thumb
screws until the underarmsupport is fully secure. Attach
keyboard risers and plug your RollerMouse Red in. Your
underarmsupport is now ready to use.

Slide your underarmsupport with brackets attached
onto your desktop. Adjust placement as needed by
sliding thumb screws up and down the metal track.
Tighten slightly.

Technical specifications

A

A. Width
B. Depth (with RollerMouse Red)

B
D

13,5 cm

C. Width

60 cm

D. Depth

25,5 cm

Material on Armsupport Red

C

49 cm

Warranty

Disinfectable leatherette
2 years from date of
purchase
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